
 

Graeme Dey  
Convenor  
Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform Committee 
The Scottish Parliament  
Edinburgh  
EH99 1SP 
 
17 January 2017  
 
 
Dear Graeme  
 
Having recently reviewed the full transcript of the ECCLR committee budget scrutiny 
meeting with the Cabinet Secretary, I thought it helpful to provide additional 
background information directly.  Alexander Burnett MSP raised a specific question 
around SNH contracted spend that is an operational matter for SNH. 
 
The key point is that SNH’s core functions are not contracted out.  However, as noted 
in our written submission material, there are a few areas where we purchase services 
from other suppliers to support these functions.  These were identified in the table Mr 
Burnett referred to at committee (copy attached for reference). 
 
Office Security and Cleaning 
SNH operates from some 40 different sites (offices and visitor centres) reflecting our 
business model of delivering a national service locally.  Of these some 28 are either 
owned or directly leased by SNH.  In these cases we are responsible for the security 
and cleaning of those properties.  The figures presented to the committee are the 
gross costs of these activities where that work has been outsourced.  This represents 
an average annual cost per site of just over £12,800 for cleaning and security 
services in 2015/16 – the last full year data available.  For 6 of these sites, including 
our largest offices at Inverness and Battleby, we recover a proportion of these costs 
from other organisations at these locations.  You will note that we have been 
successful in reducing the total cost of these services over the last five years. 
 
Service Charges (e.g. building maintenance, utilities) 
The other side of this coin is that service charge costs have increased over the 6 
year period as a direct result of our ambitious moves towards co-location with other 
public sector partners wherever possible.  We now occupy office space in 9 
properties owned by partner bodies such as FCS, SEPA and Scottish Government 
under MOTU arrangements.  In these cases service charges are levied by the 
building owners to cover building maintenance, facilities management, security and 
utilities costs associated with our occupation.  The average annual service charge 
cost per site in these cases is around £15,300.  However, overall we are able to 
demonstrate that colocations save the public purse money by reducing overheads. 
 
 
 



Occupational Health 
In common with other public sector bodies and agencies we outsource occupational 
health provision to a specialist provider, OH Assist (formerly ATOS) under the 
Government Framework contract.  This covers referrals and pre-employment 
screening.  In 2013/14 we ran a health check programme for our staff as part of our 
employee welfare responsibilities, reflected in the increased costs that year.  Costs in 
other years are reflective of the number and complexity of referred cases over that 
time period. 
 
Legal Services 
Legal services are predominantly required to support our attendance and 
participation in Public Local Enquiries, mostly relating to planning decisions and more 
recently for the legal fees associated with a judicial review relating to the restriction of 
general licences in response to allegations of wildlife crime.   
 
PLI cases have increased significantly in number over the past 3-4 years, though it 
should be noted some of the lower costs in previous years reflect the subsequent 
awarding of costs following conclusion of the legal process, which in turn is indicative 
of the robust nature of the advice we provide and decisions we take. Thus we might 
also expect the costs in more recent years to reduce if costs are awarded in our 
favour at the end of the process. 
 
Internal Audit 
Internal audit services are delivered by in-house staff and the costs fall to our overall 
paybill budget.  Upon the retiral of a member our internal audit team in 2012 we took 
the opportunity to determine whether it would be more cost effective to contract out 
the delivery of some audit assignments rather than fill the vacant post on a like for 
like basis.  We therefore let a 3 year contract to an external provider to complement 
the work of the remaining in-house resource.  Upon the conclusion of that contract, 
further changes in internal structures afforded us the opportunity to bring the entire 
service back in house at reduced cost.  We have not at any time removed our 
internal audit budget or compromised the essential corporate governance activity our 
internal auditors provide.  
 
Payroll 
Until part way through 2011 SNH (as a member of the HMT Payroll Consortium 
Framework) contracted Logica HR & Payroll Services to provide a semi-managed 
service to process the SNH payroll.  Our assessment of benchmarking information 
showed that for our size of organisation this approach did not provide best value for 
money.  A business case was therefore presented to, and approved by Scottish 
Government to bring this function entirely in-house thereby reducing our cost per 
payslip by 16%.  For this reason payroll costs no longer appear as a contracted 
service from 2012 onwards. 
 
I trust this provides you with clarification on the question raised.  SNH’s decision 
making is driven by the need to deliver value for money for the public purse, as we 
invest in the natural heritage and deliver a wide range of benefits for people.  We 
work collaboratively with a broad range of partners.  This includes working with other 
public bodies to deliver efficiencies and share services.   
 
 
 
 
 



Yours Sincerely 
 

 
 
Ian Jardine  
Chief Executive  
 
 
 

  Table 11 – Areas of Spend – Contracted out Services 
 

Cleaning

Service 

Charges Security

Occupational 

Health

Legal 

Services: 

non-site

Internal 

Audit

Payroll 

services

2010-11 378,493           79,519             169,997           1,450              36,425        -             55,334             

2011-12 275,308           114,041           114,748           7,568              15,730        -             52,341             

2012-13 275,008           139,096           61,053             5,047              62,598        22,087       15,682             

2013-14 295,544           165,787           106,905           50,527            47,307        15,999       -                   

2014-15 282,199           136,441           50,370             5,524              109,853      21,413       -                   

2015-16 260,580           137,987           98,297             14,417            130,964      -             -                    


